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Chapter

Cooperation among Humans and
Robots in Remote Robot Systems
with Force Feedback
Pingguo Huang and Yutaka Ishibashi

Abstract

By using remote robot systems with force feedback, we can largely improve the
efficiency and accuracy of work among the systems over a network. In such a system, a
human can operate a remote robot by manipulating a haptic interface device while
monitoring the movement of the robot arm and perceiving force applied to an object
touched/moved by an arm of the robot having a force sensor. The remote robot systems
with force feedback are expected to be used in many areas such as outer space, deep sea,
nuclear power plants, and disaster areas, which humans cannot enter easily. In these
situations, three types of cooperation among humans and robots (that is, between
humans and robots, between humans, and between robots) are highly demanded. In this
chapter, we introduce our remote robot systems with force feedback and describe the
three types of cooperation among humans and robots in the systems.We also explain QoS
(Quality of Service) control and stabilization control as our challenges and solutions for
effective cooperation. Furthermore, we discuss future directions of the cooperation.

Keywords: remote robot system, force feedback, haptic interface device, cooperation,
QoS control, stabilization control

1. Introduction

In recent years, many researchers pay attention to remote robot systems with force
feedback [1–6]. In such a system, a human can operate a remote robot by manipulat-
ing a haptic interface device while monitoring movement of the robot arm with a
video camera and perceiving force from an object touched/moved by an arm of the
robot having a force sensor. Since the user can touch and feel the shape, weight, and
softness of the object, the efficiency and accuracy of remote operation can be largely
improved [7]. Therefore, the remote robot systems with force feedback are able to be
used in various areas such as outer space, deep sea, nuclear power plants, and disaster
areas, in which humans cannot enter easily. In these applications, it is important to
make cooperation among humans and robots with force feedback efficiency. We focus
on the cooperation among humans and robots with force feedback in this chapter.

When the control information (i.e., force and/or position) is transmitted over a
network that does not guarantee QoS (Quality of Service) [8], owing to network
problems such as network delay, delay jitter, and packet loss, the QoE (Quality of
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Experience) [9] may be seriously deteriorated. Also, unstable phenomena such as
vibrations may occur [10–12], and cooperation may not be well. To solve the prob-
lems, we need to carry out QoS control and stabilization control. QoS control alleviates
the influences of network delay, delay jitter, and packet loss, and stabilization control
suppresses instability phenomena such as vibrations of the robot and haptic interface
device. We mainly focus on the problems and their solutions for effective cooperation
among humans and robots with force feedback.

In this chapter, first, we explain the cooperation among humans and robots with
force feedback in Section 2. Next, we introduce the remote robot systems with force
feedback in Section 3. Then, we outline the problems to be solved in the cooperation
among humans and robots with force feedback in Section 4 and explain our solutions for
effective cooperation in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the future directions of the coop-
eration among humans and robots in Section 6 and we conclude the chapter in Section 7.

2. Cooperation among humans and robots with force feedback

In a remote robot system with force feedback, a human can operate a haptic
interface device to control/support a remote robot while watching the video received
from the remote terminal. From the haptic interface device, position information
which is used to control/support remote robot is transmitted to the robot, and the
position information of robot arm and force information sensing by force sensor
attached to the robot is transmitted to the haptic interface device for outputting
reaction force (see Figure 1, in which a toggle clamp hand is attached to the force
sensor. We can attach various types of hands).

The remote robot systems with force feedback can be used for cooperation among
humans and robots. Figure 2 shows examples of cooperation between the two remote
robots. In Figure 2(a), the two remote robots collaboratively carry and move an
object (wooden stick) from one position (initial position) to another position (desti-
nation). In Figure 2(b), one robot (robot arm 1) moves an object (wooden stick)
toward another robot (robot arm 2), and hands over the object to robot arm 2. In
Figure 2(c), the two remote robots carry an object (cardboard box) by putting the
object from both sides and moving the object from one position to another position.
Cooperation can be widely used in many areas, and several types of cooperation exist.
As shown in Figure 3, the cooperation among humans and robots can be grouped into
cooperation between human-human, human�robot, and robot�robot. In this section,
we introduce expected applications using the remote robot systems with force feed-
back and explain the types of cooperation.

Figure 1.
Remote robot system with force feedback.
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2.1 Expected applications

The cooperation among humans and robots in the remote robot systems with
force feedback is expected to be used in various areas such as dangerous areas in
which humans cannot enter easily (for example, outer space, deep sea, and radio-
actively contaminated areas), disaster areas (disaster rescue and relief), and remote
medicine.

Figure 2.
Cooperation images between two robots.
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2.1.1 Applications in dangerous areas

It is dangerous for humans to work in dangerous areas such as outer space, deep
sea, and radioactively contaminated areas. We can use robots to work in such areas
instead of humans entering the areas while the humans control the robots in safe
areas.

2.1.2 Disaster areas (rescue and relief)

After the outbreak of disasters such as earthquakes and concentrated downpours,
rescue and relief are the most important. However, it may be difficult for humans to
enter the hard-hit areas. We can control remote robots to confirm disaster situations
for making effective rescue plans. Also, humans in safe areas can control remote
robots to enter the areas for rescue and relief.

2.1.3 Remote medicine

There exist large health disparities in different regional/national areas. Using
remote robot systems with force feedback may be an effective method to solve the
problem. The systems can be used for remote surgery and remote rehabilitation. Also,
they can be employed for remote surgery training for medical interns.

2.1.4 Other areas

The remote robot systems with force feedback are also expected to be used for
various applications such as industrial factories and home delivery in other areas. For
industrial factories, humans can control remote robots to enter extreme environments

Figure 3.
Cooperation among humans and robots.
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(for example, high temperature and/or high-pressure environments) or limited
working areas which are difficult for humans for production work or inspection and
maintenance. For homedelivery, humans can remote control drones or movable
robots to deliver packages.

In these applications, it is difficult to conduct work with only robots if the situa-
tions and environments are unknown in advance and may be always changing.
Therefore, human’s support is needed [6]. This means that we need robots to help
humans, and robots also need human’s support. That is, in the applications, coopera-
tion between a human (local user) and a robot (remote robot) in each system, that
between humans, that between robots (remote robots), and that among humans and
robots (remote robots) are needed. We explain the three types of cooperation in the
next subsection.

2.2 Types of cooperation

As described in the previous subsection, robots can help humans, and robots also
need humans’ support. We explain the cooperation among humans and robots in this
subsection.

1.Cooperation between human and robot

In this type of cooperation, a human operates a haptic interface device to
control/support a remote robot. Instead of the human, a robot does the work at a
remote side and sends back the information about reaction force sensed by force
sensor, and the information about a remote environment by other sensors such
as video cameras and microphones. The information can help the human to
know the remote situation. Also, it is difficult for the robot to do work in a
complex environment independently. Therefore, human’s support is needed for
the robot. The human can control or adjust the movement of the remote robot to
help the robot conduct the work.

2.Cooperation between robots

In dangerous areas or disaster areas, wireless communication can be an effective
method for communication between humans and robots. However, wireless
communication is largely affected by weather, obstacles, and distances; this
means that large network delays or network troubles may occur. These problems
may make humans difficult to control or support remote robots to deal with
abrupt changes in robots’ positions. In this case, since humans require time to
support the remote robots, cooperation between robots using force sensors is
needed for quick response.

3.Cooperation between humans

In this cooperation, multiple humans operate haptic interface devices to control
remote robots to do work. In this case, to do the work smoothly and effectively,
cooperation between humans is important. In cooperation, humans need to start
to operate remote robots at the same time at the beginning of the cooperation
work, keeping almost the same movement speed in the cooperation. Also, when
multiple humans operate the remote robots to move an object, efficient
cooperation may be needed for position’s fine adjustment to the goal position.
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Therefore, in cooperation, humans need to transmit their wills (e.g., the
movement direction and movement speed) to each other for efficient
cooperation.

4.Cooperation among humans and robots

For work that cannot be conducted by only one remote robot, multiple robots
may be needed. The robots should be operated by multiple humans. In this case,
we need the above three types of cooperation.

3. Remote robot systems with force feedback

In this section, we introduce the remote robot systems with force feedback
constructed in our study.

3.1 System configuration

The configuration of the remote robot systems with force feedback is shown in
Figure 4. Each system consists of a master terminal and a slave terminal. Each
terminal has two PCs; that is, PC for haptic interface device and PC for video at the
master terminal, and PC for industrial robot and PC for video (web camera) at the
slave terminal. At the master terminal, a haptic interface device (3D Systems Touch
[13]) having 3 DoF (Degree of Freedom) is connected to PC for haptic interface
device. At the slave terminal, an industrial robot is connected to PC for industrial
robot, and a web camera (produced by Microsoft Corp., and the video resolution is
1920 � 1080 pixels) is connected to PC for video. The industrial robot has a 6 DoF
robot arm (RV-2F-D [14] by Mitsubishi Electric Crop.), a robot controller (CR750-Q
[14]), and a force sensor (1F-FS001-W200 [15]) attached to the tip of the robot arm.
The force sensor is connected to the robot controller through a force interface unit

Figure 4.
Configuration of remote robot systems with force feedback.
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(2F-TZ561 [15]). Also, a toggle clam hand/a electric hand is further linked to the force
sensor.

In each system, themaster terminal inputs the position information of the haptic
interface device and calculates and outputs the reaction force for the haptic interface
device everymillisecond. Themaster terminal also transmits the position information to
the slave terminal by UDP (User Datagram Protocol). At the slave terminal, based the
position information received from themaster terminal, a position vector is calculated and
sent to the industrial robot every 3.5 milliseconds by the real-time control function [16].
The force information sensed by the force sensor is transmitted to themaster terminal,
and themaster terminal calculates the reaction force outputted by the haptic interface
device based on the received force information everymillisecond as described previously.

At the master terminal, the reaction force F mð Þ
t outputted through to the haptic

interface device at time t (t ≥ 1) is calculated as follows:

F
mð Þ
t ¼ K

Fð Þ
scaleF

sð Þ
t�1 (1)

where K
Fð Þ
scale is a force scale which is set to 1 in this chapter, and F

sð Þ
t�1 denotes the

force received from the slave terminal (note that we use only the three axes (the x-, y-,
and z- aexs) of force here). Furthermore, since the maximum force outputted through
the haptic interface device is 3.3 N [13], the reaction force is set to 3.3 N when the
calculated force is larger than 3.3 N.

At the slave terminal, the position vector St of the industrial robot outputted at the
time t (t ≥ 2) is calculated as follows:

St ¼ K
Pð Þ
scaleMt�1 þVt�1 (2)

where K Pð Þ
scale is a coefficient for mapping of workspace,Mt is the position vector of

the haptic interface device received from the master terminal at time t,
Vt ¼ St � St�1ð Þ is the velocity vector of the industrial robot, and Vtj j ≤Vmax , where
Vmax is the maximum movement velocity (Vmax = 5 mm/s [16] in this chapter) to
operate the robot arm safely.

3.2 Cooperation methods

The remote robot systems with force feedback are used for serval types of cooper-
ation, and we here introduce the cooperation methods.

3.2.1 Human-robot

As described in Subsection 2.2, the cooperation between human and robot, a
human operates a haptic interface device to control/support a remote robot. In this
type of cooperation, a single remote robot system is used, and the human can feel the
reaction force sensed by the force sensor attached to the remote robot arm. By feeling
the reaction force and watching video received from remote side, the human can
support/control the remote robot by sending position information which is used to
move the remote robot.

We conduct the cooperation between human-robot in our previous work [12, 17].
In Ref. [12], the authors handle work of pushing a ball and identifying what kind of
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ball is pushed according to the softness without watching video. In Ref. [17], a human
can manipulate a robot arm with a pen to write characters by using a haptic interface
device, and the authors make a comparison among different types of stabilization
control which we will explain in Section 5.

3.2.2 Robot-robot

As described previously, the remote robot systems can be used for the area such as
disaster areas and deep see, in which communication failure, and unforeseen events
and abrupt change of position may occur frequently. In this case, robots cannot
receive the support/control information from humans. The cooperation between
robot and robot can be used to solve the problem by working independently without
humans’ support. Also, the cooperation can be used under the ordinary environment.
In order to conduct the cooperative work independently, the robots can cooperate
with each other according to the force information sensed by force sensors and/or by
transmitting position information transmitted between the robots.

In Ref. [18], the authors deal with cooperation work in which an object (a wooden
stick) is carried together by using the two remote robot systems with force feedback.
In the cooperation, according to the force sensed by force sensor, one robot adjusts the
position in the direction of reducing the force applied to the object to cooperate with
another robot. We also suppose that mobile robots suddenly move up and down
largely and employed the enhanced control of the robot position control using force
information to against sudden and large position change in the vertical direction [19].
We further investigate the effects of the enhanced control by employing one axis
among the six axes for the robot movement, and we regard the industrial robots as
mobile robots (i.e., pseudo-mobile robots). In Ref. [18], the two remote robot systems
are used to do collaborative work of carrying an object (a wooden stick) together. In
the cooperation, each slave terminal (robot side) also sends the position information
of robot arm to that of the other system (robot side). In Ref. [20], two humans operate
the two remote robot systems to do cooperative work of carrying an object. In the
cooperation, the position information is transmitted between robots to make the
cooperation smooth.

3.2.3 Human-human

When multiple humans control remote robot systems with force feedback to do
work, the cooperation between humans is important. In this type of cooperation,
communication between humans is necessary. Humans can transmit their wills (e.g.,
the movement direction and movement speed) to each other by using sound, video,
and/or force information (i.e., position information which can be used to calculate the
reaction force outputted through a haptic interface device) and make the cooperation
smooth.

In Ref. [21], one of two humans operate a remote robot to carry an object together
with the other human by using a haptic interface device. In the cooperation, the
position information of the haptic interface device is transmitted to calculate the
reaction force outputted through haptic interface device. In Ref. [22], one human
operates a haptic interface device to control a remote robot to carry and move an
object (a wooden stick), and hand over the object to another remote robot which is
controlled by another human.
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3.2.4 Humans-robots

For work which cannot conduct successfully by only one remote robot system,
multiple remote systems with force feedback and multiple humans may be needed.
When multiple remote robot systems with force feedback are employed to do
collaborative work, cooperation among humans and robots is needed. That is,
communications between human and robot, between robot and robot, and between
human and human are required.

4. Problems to be solved

In order to achieve effective cooperation, many problems should be solved. In
this section, we explain the problems by grouping them into QoS problems and
stabilization problems.

4.1 QoS problems

As described in Section 1, when the control information (i.e., force and/or posi-
tion) is transmitted over a network which does not guarantee QoS like the Internet,
owing to the network problems such as the network delay, delay jitter, and packet
loss, the following problems (e.g., QoE deterioration and poor cooperation) may
occur.

1.Fluctuation of reaction force

As the network delay increases, the reaction force outputted through the haptic
interface device may become larger. That is, it is more difficult for a human to
operate the device.

2.Out of temporal synchronization (known as media synchronization [23])

Owing to the network delay and delay jitter, media synchronization (i.e., the
temporal relationship of media units (MUs), which are information units
for media synchronization [24]) problems may occur. The problems of
temporal synchronization can be grouped into problems of intra-stream
synchronization, inter-stream synchronization, and inter-destination (or group)
synchronization [23].

3.Out of spatial synchronization

In the cooperation, robots need to move/operate an object at the same altitude,
same angle, and same speed. However, humans and robots are at different
locations, out of spatial synchronization (i.e., robots move/operate the object in
different altitude, different angle, and different speed) may occur, and
cooperation may not be well. This is because if spatial asynchrony occurs, the
force applied to the operating object becomes large, and the object may be
damaged by the large force. That is, we need to keep temporal and spatial
synchronization high.

To solve the problems, we need to carry out QoS control, and we will introduce
the QoS control in Subsection 5.1.
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4.2 Stabilization problems

In the remote robot system with force feedback, as the network delay increases,
the reaction force becomes larger, and instability phenomena such as vibrations of the
robot and haptic interface device may occur more frequently [12]. Furthermore, when
multiple remote robot systems are used for cooperation, there are multiple loops
caused by communication and force sensors in the systems (see Figure 5), and there
exist close relationships among loops. Therefore, instability phenomena may become
more often and more complex.

5. Solutions for effective cooperation

In this section, we introduce solutions which can be used to solve the problems
described in Section 4 for effective cooperation.

5.1 QoS control

In order to solve the QoS problems, we need to carry out QoS control. Various
types of QoS control have been proposed [5]. We explain serval types of QoS control
which can be used to solve the QoS problems for the cooperation among remote robot
systems.

1.Temporal synchronization control

Temporal synchronization control can be used to solve the problems caused by
the network delay and delay jitter [23] and following types of control are
included. In the control, we suppose that the global synchronization clocks [25],
which have the same value and advancement, are used at all the terminals for

Figure 5.
Control loops in remote robot systems with force feedback.
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simplicity. We can adjust the clocks by Network Time Protocol (NTP) [26] or
Global Positioning System (GPS) easily.

a. Intra-stream synchronization control

The control is used to keep the timing relation between MUs such as video
pictures and voice packets in a single media stream. Serval types of intra-
stream synchronization control such as Skipping [24], Virtual-Time
Rendering (VTR) [24] have been proposed.

In the remote robot systems with force feedback, the control can be used to
keep the timing relation of each media stream such as haptic/force media
and video for each system.

b. Inter-stream synchronization control

The inter-stream synchronization control is used to preserve the temporal
relationship among multiple media streams. VTR can also be used for
inter-stream synchronization control. Under the control, one media stream
is selected as the master stream, and the others are handled as slave
streams. For the master stream, we carry out only the intra-stream
synchronization control, and we exert the inter-stream synchronization
control which adjusts the output timing of each slave stream to that of the
master stream after carrying out the intra-stream synchronization control.

In the remote robot systems, haptic/force streams and video may be
transmitted between the master and slave terminals in the cooperation
between human-robot/humans-robots; the haptic stream and voice may be
transmitted among the master terminals (i.e., humans’ sides) in the
cooperation of humans-humans. In these cases, multiple streams are
transmitted among the terminals, and we need to carry out the inter-
stream synchronization control. Normally, the most important stream such
as the haptic/force stream can be selected as the master stream under the
control.

c. Inter-destination synchronization control

The inter-destination synchronization control can be employed to output
each MU simultaneously at different terminals (destinations). When
multiple remote robot systems with force feedback are used to do
collaborative work, if each MU cannot be outputted simultaneously at
different terminals, the cooperation may not be well because humans may
watch different displayed video images of cooperation work and feel
different reaction force. Therefore, we need to carry out the inter-
destination synchronization control to improve the efficiency of
cooperation work. Also, the control can be used for spatial
synchronization.

2.Adaptive reaction force control (adaptive elasticity control)

In each remote robot system with force feedback, the reaction force of the haptic
interface device is normally calculated from the force sensed by force sensor (see
Eq. (1)). When the master terminal receives position information from the slave
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terminal, the spring-damper model [27] can be used to calculate the reaction
force. In the spring-damper model, the reaction force includes the elasticity and
viscosity. The elasticity is force exerted by deformation of a spring or rubber.
For example, when a spring is pushed or pulled, the elasticity is proportional to
the depth of the spring, and it is calculated by multiplying the depth by the
elastic spring coefficient. The viscosity is force or resistance exerted by fluids.
For example, when we move an object in the fluids (e.g., water and oil). The
viscosity is proportional to the relative velocity (i.e., the velocity of the object
relative to the fluids), and it can be calculated by multiplying the relative
velocity by the viscosity (damper) coefficient. The reaction force is calculated as
follows:

F
mð Þ
t ¼ �Ks P

mð Þ
t�1 � P

sð Þ
t�1

� �

� Kd v
mð Þ
t�1 � v

sð Þ
t�1

� �

(3)

where Ks is the spring coefficient, Kd is the damper coefficient, P mð Þ
t�1 is the

position vector of the haptic interface device at the master terminal, P sð Þ
t�1 is that

at the slave terminal, v
mð Þ
t�1 is the velocity of the haptic interface device at the

master terminal, and v
sð Þ
t�1 is that at the slave terminal. By using this model, a

human can still control remote robot because the human can perceive the
reaction force even if other parts of the robot with force sensors hit an object and
do not move further. Note that the sensors do not sensed force in this case.

The adaptive reaction force control [7] includes the adaptive viscosity control
[28], adaptive elastic control [29], and adaptive viscoelasticity control [30]. The
adaptive elastic control dynamically changes the elastic coefficient according to
network delay. The adaptive viscosity control dynamic changes the viscosity
coefficient according to the network delay and the velocity of the haptic
interface device. The adaptive viscoelasticity control exerts the two types of
control.

3.Robot position control using force information

The robot position control using force information [31] is proposed to reduce the
force applied to an object carrying by two remote robot systems in cooperative
work of carrying the object. The control finely adjusts the position of the robot
arm in the direction which leads to small reaction force.

4.Adaptive Δ-causality control

The adaptive Δ-causality control dynamically changes the value of Δ which is
used for outputting each MU simultaneously (i.e., the MU is output at the time
limit of generation time plus Δ seconds) according to the network load (i.e., the
network delay and delay jitter) [7]. If the MU is received after the time limit, it is
discarded as an obsolete MU. In the remote robot system with force feedback,
the control can be used to output of the position information simultaneously
among multiple terminals.

In [20], the authors propose the global Δ-causality control and compare the
proposed control with the local adaptive Δ-causality control by experiment. The
local adaptive Δ-causality control is partially applied to the remote robot systems
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(i.e., the adaptive Δ-causality control is carried out between the two robots, or
the control is carried out in each remote robot system). To output each MU
simultaneously at each system, we need to carry out the global adaptive Δ-
causality control in which the control is globally performed (i.e., the adaptive Δ-
causality control is carried out between the two robots and in each remote robot
system). Experimental results show that the global control is more effective than
the local control for cooperation.

The control can also be used for spatial synchronization.

5.Force adjustment control

The force adjustment control is proposed for cooperative work (see Figure 2(c))
of carrying an object by putting the object from both sides between two remote
robot systems [32], and the control is used to suppress large force applied to the
object and to avoid dropping it because of too small force. When the force
applied to the object carried by the two robot arms is larger than a threshold
value, each robot arm moves in the direction to reduce the force by a certain
distance. When the force is smaller than another threshold value, the robot arms
adjust in the direction to increase the force.

Based on the characteristics of the above QoS control, we can summarize the
relationship between QoS control and the three types of cooperation in Table 1.

For the temporal synchronization control, the intra-stream synchronization con-
trol is needed for each terminal in the cooperation of human-robot, robot-robot, and
human-human; the inter-stream synchronization control is required for the coopera-
tion of human-robot in which multiple streams are transmitted between the master
and slave terminals; the inter-destination synchronization control is necessary for the
cooperation of robot-robot and human-human, in which the same types of operation
are needed at the terminals.

The adaptive reaction force control can be used to reduce the large reaction force
caused by network delay in the cooperation of human-robot (i.e., position difference
which is used to calculate the reaction force becomes large as network delay increases)
and human-human.

The robot position control using force information can be used to reduce the force
applied to an object carrying by two robots in the cooperation of human-robot and
robot-robot.

The adaptive Δ-causality control can be employed to alleviate the influence of
difference in network delay between the haptic interface device and robot in the

Human-robot Robot-robot Human-human

Temporal synchronization control ◯ ◯ ◯

Adaptive reaction force control ◯ — ◯

Robot position control using force information ◯ ◯ —

Adaptive Δ-causality control ◯ ◯ —

Force adjustment control ◯ ◯ —

Table 1.
Close relationship between QoS control and cooperation.
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cooperation of human-robot and can be used to reduce the influence of difference in
network delay between the robots in the cooperation of robot-robot.

The force adjustment control can be used to adjust the force applied to the operat-
ing object in suitable range of values, and the control can be used for the cooperation
of human-robot and robot-robot.

For the cooperation of humans-robots, since the cooperation including the three
types of cooperation, all the above types of control can be utilized.

5.2 Stabilization control

In order to achieve stable and high quality of the cooperation using the remote
robot systems with force feedback, we need to carry out stabilization control as well as
QoS control. This subsection introduces serval types of stabilization control which are
employed in our remote robot systems.

1.Stabilization control with filters

The stabilization control with filters uses the wave filter in combination with the
phase control filter [12]. The stabilization control with filters makes the remote
robot system with force feedback stable against large network delays.

2.Stabilization control by viscosity

In the stabilization control by viscosity [33], the instability phenomenon is
suppressed by using viscosity. The control uses the coefficient to restrict the
movement distance of the industrial robot to some extent compared with the
movement distance of the haptic interface device.

3.Reaction force control upon hitting

In order to solve the vibration problem when the remote robot hits/touches a
hard object, the reaction force control upon hitting [34] is proposed. The
reaction force control upon hitting gradually increases the reaction force to
prevent a robot arm from jumping when the arm hits a hard object (i.e., when
the reaction force calculated based on the force information received from the
force sensor attached to the remote robot arm is larger than a threshold value).

4.Stabilization control by viscosity

Since the viscosity can be used to suppress vibration, the adaptive viscosity
control can also be used as stabilization control. In the control, viscosity is
generated by decreasing the movement distance of the industrial robot by a
certain amount proportional to the movement velocity [33].

6. Future directions

In the previous section, we have introduced serval types of QoS control and
stabilization control to solve the problems in the cooperation among humans and
robots. However, there still exist many challenges. In this section, we discuss the
future directions of QoS control and stabilization control for further stable and effi-
cient cooperation.
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1.Integrated QoS control

In the cooperation using multiple remote robot systems with force feedback,
we need to carry out multiple types of QoS control for the systems. If we
carry out the QoS control independently, QoE may be deteriorated owing to
excessive or insufficient effects of the control [7]. Therefore, we need to
carry out different types of QoS control in an integrated manner like the
adaptive QoS control [35]; for example, we need to carry out error control [5]
together with traffic control [5] to improve the efficiency. Note that the error
control increases the network traffic volume. In such a way, if we perform
the QoS control independently, excessive or insufficient effects of the control
may occur.

2.Global QoS control

In the cooperation among multiple remote robot systems, it is important to carry
out QoS control for each system and/or each terminal. However, it is also
necessary to carry out QoS control for the multiple systems globally (i.e., we
need to take account the whole systems when we carry out the QoS control).
This is because multiple systems are used to conduct one work together. In
Ref. [20], as described in Subsection 5.1 (4), we also found that the global
adaptive Δ-causality control is more effective than the local adaptive Δ-causality
control in the cooperation between the two remote robot systems.

3.Synthesis of QoS control and stabilization control

Since we need to carry out QoS control and stabilization control for remote
cooperation using multiple remote robot systems, it is important to integrate the
QoS control with stabilization control to achieve stable and high quality of
systems. We can integrate QoS control into stabilization control for the
system. For example, we can carry out QoS control in the loop of stabilization
control [6].

4.Application of AI

Many factors such as contents of work, movement speed, network delay, room
temperature, and wind may affect the effects of QoS control and stabilization
control [36]. In order to achieve efficient cooperation (stable and high QoS),
big data [37], cloud computing [38], and AI (Artificial Intelligence) [39]
technologies such as neural network, fuzzy theory, and genetic algorithm can be
useful methods for taking account of the factors.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, we focused on the cooperation among humans and robots in
remote robot systems with force feedback. We explained the expected applications
and the four types of cooperation by using the remote robot systems. We also intro-
duced our remote robot systems with force feedback and how to cooperate among the
systems. We further explained QoS (Quality of Service) control and stabilization
control as our challenges and solutions for effective cooperation. Furthermore, we
discussed future directions of the cooperation.
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